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Abstract

Evaluation studies on gatekeeping in primary care exist for a variety of countries but provide mixed evidence on utilization and quality of care as well as costs. Our study evaluates the German gatekeeping program, based on claims data of a major statutory health insurance company. The panel structure of the data allows controlling for patients’ characteristics in the year before opting (or not opting) for a GP contract. In contrast to previous studies we are able to draw on multiple identification strategies. We exploit variation in the regional provision of gatekeeping in an instrumental variable (IV) framework. We also analyze GP fixed effects based on the observation of patients opting for one of two different contracts within the same GP office. We find that the gatekeeping contract yields a somewhat higher coordination of care, improved quality (regarding prevention and avoidance of hospitalization) but also higher ambulatory costs. The effects are largely robust between our identification strategies.
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1 Introduction

In many countries a strong primary care system is considered key to an efficient provision of healthcare (EXPH, 2014). Efficiency considerations refer to the role of general practitioners (GP) who might act as gatekeepers with respect to secondary and specialized care (Kringos et al., 2013; Scott, 2000). Gatekeeping is broadly defined as a system where GPs act as primary contact persons, while patients need their “gatekeeper’s” referral in order to access most specialist care. Although policy makers’ attitudes towards gatekeeping are mixed, these systems are on the rise in many countries (e.g. Abbasi, 2014). In an international overview of health care systems in 18 developed and middle-income countries, Mossialos et al. (2016) report that most of these countries have gatekeeping regulations at least in some regions or under specific care plans. According to this overview, only three out of the 18 countries do not offer gatekeeping programs (i.e. India, Singapore and Sweden in 2015). In the US, primary care doctors act as gatekeepers within some managed care plans (Mossialos et al., 2016). In Europe, gatekeeping systems exist both in tax-funded systems like the UK and Spain and in social insurance systems like in Switzerland, in the Netherlands and in Germany (Garrido et al., 2011). In Germany, gatekeeping contracts are currently broadly introduced and co-exist with standard non-gatekeeping contracts (Brekke et al., 2007, Garrido et al., 2011).

To our knowledge, to date there is limited evidence on the quality and cost impacts of gatekeeping. Existing evaluations of gatekeeping programs are hampered by the fact that patients are solely observed in either the gatekeeping or a non-gatekeeping system. Even if both schemes co-exist within a country, the selection of patients into these schemes needs to be taken into account when analyzing the gatekeeping effects.

In the present paper, we analyze the impact of the German gatekeeping program on coordination of care as well as on quality indicators and ambulatory costs. Our paper adds to the existing literature by drawing on objective quality of service and cost measures from an extensive panel data set. Based on health insurance claims data of a major public health insurance company, we observe all insured individuals in the Southern German state of Baden-Württemberg in the year before and up to three years after the introduction of gatekeeping contracts in 2010. The panel structure of the data allows us to control for patients’ characteristics in the year before opting (or not opting) for a GP contract.

One may doubt whether the previously applied control group approaches manage to control for all factors causing selection to the programs and also being related to the outcome variables of interest. Therefore, in contrast to existing studies summarized below, we draw on multiple identification strategies. We do not solely rely on matching or regression analysis controlling for potential sources of selection bias but also exploit variation in the regional
provision of gatekeeping in an instrumental variable (IV) framework. In this respect, we assume that the regional provision affects individual participation but is not directly related to individuals’ health outcomes. In a further empirical strategy, we analyze GP fixed effects based on the observation of patients opting for one of two different contracts within the same GP office. Based on this, we are also able to discuss potential spill-over effects of gatekeeping (on non-participants) within the physician’s office.

From a theoretical point of view, GPs’ gatekeeping may be counteracting information asymmetries, particularly if GP-ensured continuity of care goes along with improved assessment of patients’ health histories and needs (Brekke et al., 2007; Scott, 2000). Gatekeeping is expected to avoid overtreatment and to reduce health care costs. However, inefficiencies may also be enforced if the gatekeeping physicians’ objectives diverge from patients’ interests (e.g. McGuire, 2000; Scott, 2000): GPs may overtreat due to supplier-induced demand related to profit maximization. On the other hand, undertreatment may occur if contracted GPs are tempted to reduce effort in the absence of potential competitors (Godager et al., 2014; Vedsted and Olesen, 2011; Mariño and Jelovac, 2003; Gaynor and Town, 2011 for a general summary of competition effects).

Existing empirical research provides mixed evidence on the impacts of strong primary care in general and of the particular impacts of gatekeeping. Garrido et al. (2011) is a systematic review of the international gatekeeping literature: The authors identify 26 studies with documented effects of gatekeeping on health indicators, measures of health care utilization as well as costs. Most of these studies relate to gatekeeping in the US (i.e. 16 out of 26 studies). The remaining studies are based on data for Switzerland, Denmark, Germany, Scotland and the Netherlands respectively. The majority of studies suggest that gatekeeping is related to lower utilization of health services as well as lower costs. As indicated by Garrido et al. (2011), one drawback of the existing evidence is that “health- and patient-related outcomes have been studied only exceptionally and are inconclusive” (ibid., p. 36). The provided evidence varies in magnitude and also in the direction of effects, especially when patient-related outcomes are considered. Garrido et al. (2011) also report that the existing evidence is based on “limited quality” of research designs (ibid., page 36).

Specifically, most studies suffer from multiple sources of bias and fail to take into account patient characteristics such as clinical or socio-demographic information. Only six studies consider morbidity or self-reported health status.

---

1 Correlative empirical evidence suggests that information on the patients’ treatment history and medical conditions may exert positive as well as negative impacts, e.g. due to shorter consultations or “wait and see” behavior (Vedsted and Olesen, 2011; Weiss and Blustein, 1996; Hjortdahl and Borchgrevink, 1991).
More recent studies relate to cross-country-analyses. Comparing primary care systems in European countries, correlative evidence suggests that strong primary care is associated with lower rates of unnecessary hospitalizations and to improved population health (Kringos et al., 2013). Hansen et al. (2015) argue that patients suffering from chronic conditions are more likely to be in good self-rated health in countries with a strong primary care structure. In contrast, Vedsted and Olesen (2011) highlight potential adverse effects of gatekeeping on health care quality and health outcomes. Comparing cancer survival rates in European countries, they find that the first-year relative cancer survival rate is significantly lower in gatekeeping systems. According to Kringos et al. (2013), health expenditures seem to be higher in countries with strong primary care systems. However, Docteur et al. (2003) as well as Gerdtham (1998) document lower expenditures related to strong primary care systems.

A number of recent studies evaluate aspects of the recently introduced German gatekeeping contracts and address the statistical challenge of initial selection of patients into programs. In Germany, the broad introduction of gatekeeping contracts is one result of the Act on Modernization of the Statutory Health Insurance which was implemented in 2004 and aims at improving coordination of service provision between health care sectors. Since 2009, all statutory health insurance companies are obligated to offer gatekeeping contracts as an alternative to the standard contracts.

Most of the previous evaluation studies for Germany apply matching techniques to generate control groups based on observables (AQUA, 2013; Ose et al., 2008; Riens et al., 2011; Steiner et al., 2013). Likewise, further studies use regression analysis (Böcken, 2008; Gerlach and Szecsenyi, 2013a/b, 2014, 2016; Schnitzer et al., 2011) controlling for observable characteristics. In summary, findings from these studies are mixed, particularly when considering coordination, medication, cost indicators as well as secondary care indicators. More consistently, some studies suggest that gatekeeping is related to a higher number of GP contacts (i.e. the studies by Gerlach and Szecsenyi 2013a/b, 2014; Steiner et al., 2013). Concerning objective measures of care quality based on claims data, Gerlach and Szecsenyi (2014/16) suggest that gatekeeping patients are more often treated according to observed treatment guidelines for specific chronic conditions. Similarly, patients under gatekeeping more often receive preventive treatment (AQUA, 2013; Gerlach and Szecsenyi, 2014/16) and are less often reported to be subject to ambulatory care sensitive

2 Gerlach and Szecsenyi (2016) does not clearly state the applied method but indicates that results are adjusted for control variables.

3 The most comprehensive evidence is provided in Gerlach and Szecsenyi, 2013a/b, 2014, 2016. These findings relate to several data waves of a major health insurance company (the “AOK”). Included control variables in these studies are similar to the set of controls used in our study. Also, the data stems from the same Southern German state as the data we use in our study.
hospitalizations as well as severe complications observed within the group of patients suffering from diabetes (Gerlach and Szecsenyi, 2014/16).

Our paper consistently finds that the gatekeeping contract yields a higher coordination of care, improved quality (regarding prevention and avoidance of hospitalization) but higher ambulatory costs. Our findings are in line with evidence provided in the studies by Gerlach and Szecsenyi (2013a/b, 2014, 2016), which provide the most comprehensive analysis of gatekeeping in Germany to date (both concerning outcome measures and control variables).

Our paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes the main features of the German gatekeeping contracts. Section 3 introduces our data source and presents descriptive evidence on patients’ self-selection into the gatekeeping program. Section 4 presents our identification strategies and provides further detail on the spatial distribution of GP contracts. Section 5 presents the results, which are then further discussed and concluded in Section 6.

2 Features of the German gatekeeping contracts

Health insurance companies in Germany operate within a largely universal public health care system: Individuals are obligated to contract with one of the statuary or private health insurance companies. The statuary health insurance companies’ contracts offer identical mandatory services and only differ slightly with respect to membership rates and special services. Since 2009, all statutory health insurance companies are obligated to offer gatekeeping contracts as an alternative to standard health insurance plans. Participation in these gatekeeping programs is voluntary for both practitioners and the insured. Patients may opt for either a gatekeeping or a standard contract. GPs participating in the gatekeeping program are operating under two coexisting schemes: Some of their patients will, while others probably won’t, opt for the gatekeeping contracts. This coexistence allows us to directly compare the gatekeeping care scheme to the standard scheme within the same national health care system – and even within GP offices.

In this section, we detail three main features of the German gatekeeping contracts which are relevant to our empirical designs. We address (a) the key aspects related to the coordination of care, (b) GPs’ remuneration as well as (c) aspects of the structure dimension of care quality.

4 Further findings from the German gatekeeping literature relate to patients’ satisfaction with services and measures of self-assessed health (e.g. Böcken, 2008 and Schnitzer et al., 2011). Results are inconclusive and potentially suffer from reporting biases (also see the discussion in Hofmann and Mühlenweg, 2016).

5 Self-employed persons and employees who earn above a certain threshold (about EUR 50,000 monthly gross earnings) are free to choose between statutory or private health insurance contracts. In 2011, about 13 % of the working population was insured under private health insurance contracts (Destatis, 2013).
Concerning the coordination of care (a), patients are generally free to consult different GPs as well as specialists under the standard (non-gatekeeping) contract in Germany. Under the gatekeeping contract, GPs act as gatekeepers to specialist care, but the respective patients still have direct access to specific specialists (i.e. gynecologists, optometrists, dentists, pediatricians as well as in emergency cases).\(^6\) This is similar to the gatekeeping systems in Denmark, Estonia and Poland (EXPH, 2014). In contrast, for example Croatia, the Netherlands, Spain, Slovenia, the United Kingdom apply stricter referral regulations (EXPH, 2014).

A further key feature of the German gatekeeping scheme is that remuneration for participating GPs differs from the standard remuneration scheme (b). For patients under the standard contract, GPs' remuneration is based on a mix of a capitation and a fee-for-service scheme: Services are remunerated separately, while practitioners receive a minor basic rate per patient treated within the quarter. In contrast, remuneration for GP services provided for program participants is capitation based; only few services are being paid for separately.

From a theoretical point of view capitation systems may generally incentivize GPs to attract as many patients as possible while minimizing effort (Scott, 2000; Blomqvist and Leger, 2005; Allard et al., 2011). This might counteract the desired quality effects of gatekeeping. Similarly, one may expect that systems with capitation schemes yield lower per patient expenditures compared to fee-for-service schemes (cf. the cross-country evidence in Gerdtham and Jönsson, 2000). On the other hand, GPs in the German gatekeeping-capitation scheme receive a rather high fixed rate per patient.\(^7\) The relatively generous baseline remuneration structure is supposed to be an incentive for GPs to participate in the program (Hausärzteverband, 2015). Therefore, there might be limited scope for direct primary care cost savings of the gatekeeping/capitation scheme.

Fee-for-services for patients under gatekeeping relate to prevention measures such as check-ups and influenza vaccinations, ambulatory operations and treatments of psychosomatic conditions. Thus, for these specific services, GPs income is always directly linked to service provision. This might generally incentivize GPs to provide these treatments. In our empirical analysis we consider outcome variables both related and unrelated to the fee-for-service incentive: This gives some guidance towards the gatekeeping effect interacting with financial incentives (cf. Section 3 and Discussion in Section 6).

---

\(^6\) German gatekeeping contracts imply that patients may see all other medical specialists only based on referrals. However, patients may ignore this regulation and still receive treatment. To date, there are no penalties for not complying with the contract.

\(^7\) The rate amounts to EUR 60 to EUR 300, depending on classification of chronical conditions (Hausärzteverband, 2016).
A further feature of the gatekeeping contracts relates to service standards for participating practitioners (c). Participating GPs are requested to regularly attend advanced training courses on medication and treatment guidelines, to implement up-to-date IT infrastructure, to offer special services such as consultation hours on weekends, and to comply with cost saving requirements when prescribing drugs. These prerequisites probably yield a positive selection of practitioners into the GP program which needs to be taken into account in our empirical identification strategies.

Similar to GPs, patients also self-select into gatekeeping. Better coordination and a potential rise in service quality provide incentives to participate (Hausärzteverband, 2015). The self-selection of patients will be examined further in Section 3. Participation rates of both practitioners and patients in the GP program vary from state to state and among health insurance companies due to the differing timing of the programs’ introduction. Overall, by the end of 2014 around 3.5 million members of all statutory health insurance companies (about 5%) participated in the GP program.8

3 Data

Our analysis is based on claims data from the billing process of the IKK classic, which is a major statutory health insurance company in Germany.9 The available data set contains all insured residents of the federal state of Baden-Württemberg contacting a GP in the years 2009 to 2013 and with consistent documentation of their health insurance status.10 The considered health insurance company introduced gatekeeping contracts in October 2010. Thus, the panel data allows observing individuals before and after the introduction of the program. Available individual-level information is related to diagnoses, treatments, operations and medical prescriptions (out-patient as well as in-patient) and ambulatory costs. Furthermore, we observe individual characteristics such as age, sex, zip codes and a proxy for labor force participation.

We restrict our sample to the relevant age group of persons aged 18 and older at the time of their decision to participate in the program. Additionally, we limit the sample of program participants to patients opting for the contract until the third quarter of 2011. Persons opting for a gatekeeping contract later on are excluded from the analysis. This implies that all

---

8 Information provided by the German GP association (HÄVG).
9 According to recent numbers, the IKK classic is the sixth largest statutory health insurance company in Germany covering about 3.5 million members (Krankenkasseninfo, 2016).
10 Our samples only include persons visiting a GP which is crucial in order to control for GP characteristics. In a previous version of our study, we have estimated effects based on a larger sample of patients irrespective of actual GP visits and without controlling for GP characteristics. This specification yields robust results in a propensity score matching framework (results from our project report, available upon request). More generally, the propensity score matching results are robust to the regression results presented in this paper.
patients under gatekeeping have been consistently participating for at least 18 months by the
time of our outcome measurement in 2013.

**Outcome Measures**

The database allows us to analyze key features and objectives of the gatekeeping contract. Feasible outcome measures relate to (a) the utilization of health care services, (b) the quality of care and (c) ambulatory health care costs. For our analysis, we were granted limited access to the claims data, under strict data security restrictions. Because of the limited time for onsite analyses, we had to decide on a manageable quantity of indicators which are detailed in the following paragraphs.

First of all, with respect to the utilization of services (a) and in order to measure whether the gatekeeping program is doing what it is supposed to do, we consider the number of GPs visited within a year. Theoretically, under gatekeeping the number of GPs should always be one. Due to vacation replacement regulations the average gatekeeping patients’ number of GPs may be slightly higher. Also, to date there are no penalties for patients not complying with the terms of their gatekeeping contracts. Therefore, it is possible that patients deviate from the gatekeeping premise.

As a further measure of the utilization of health care services (a) we observe the utilization of specialist treatment with and without reported referral as direct indicators for the coordination of care. Specialist visits are observed as treatment cases by medical specialist within one quarter of a year, whereas a treatment case may imply multiple visits to the same specialist.\(^\text{11}\) Since 2010, the claims data do not document separate information on each single visit. Also, referrals tend to be underreported because reporting is upon responsibility of the specialist. However, to our knowledge there is no reason for a systematic difference in the documentation practice for program participants and non-participants. Therefore, the numbers of specialist visits with and without referrals are considered to be valid outcome measures (also see Hofmann and Mühlenweg, 2016).

Additionally, we measure coordination of services based on the observation of patients with chronic conditions participating in disease management programs (DMP). Within the statutory health care system, DMPs are offered to patients suffering from diabetes\(^\text{12}\), breast cancer, coronary heart disease (CHD), asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Diagnoses and treatment of all of these conditions except for breast cancer are within the scope of responsibility of the GP. Therefore, we do not consider the breast cancer

---

\(^{11}\) For treatment without referral also see footnote 6.

\(^{12}\) Concerning diabetes type I and II, we only observe new registration into the diabetes type II program in our data.
DMP. For the other DMPs, we measure registrations of patients diagnosed with the respective chronic condition after potential enrolment in the gatekeeping contract.

With respect to health care quality (b), we observe three outcome measures. Two of these measures are related to prevention\textsuperscript{13}: Particularly, we observe influenza vaccinations in patients aged 65 and older as well as general preventive health “check-ups” in patients aged 35 and older. Concerning influenza vaccinations in patients aged 65 and older, they are considered to be an important preventive measure (see e.g. the Quality Indicators in Ambulatory Health Care, AQUA, 2009). Influenza vaccinations have been shown to be associated with a significant reduction in mortality and in the risk of respiratory diseases in the elderly (Gross et al., 1995; Nichol et al., 1998; Wilde et al., 1999). As to the second measure, the general health “check-up” offered to all insured persons aged 35 and older, this aims at detecting chronic diseases which may be asymptomatic, such as diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular diseases and renal diseases. Early detection of these chronic diseases is considered to be crucial for successful treatment (Hoebel et al., 2013). We consider both prevention measures as depicting aspects of the process dimension of care quality (following the quality classification according to Donabedian, 1988)

Besides these measures related to the process dimension of quality, we draw on Ambulatory Care Sensitive Conditions (ACSH) as an indicator for the outcome dimension of care quality. ACSH are defined as hospitalizations that may be prevented through adequate primary care (see e.g. Harrison et al., 2014). In our analysis, we rely on 19 sub-indications that are considered to be the most relevant ACSH according to the National Health Service (NHS) in England (see Sundmacher and Kopetsch, 2015).\textsuperscript{14}

Concerning the cost-effectiveness dimension, we observe ambulatory health care costs. This measure comprises all billed costs for primary and secondary care services provided by health professionals outside hospitals and generally covered by the statutory health insurance. The available measure is not necessarily identical to the finally reimbursed costs which may be subject to ex post adjustments of fees provided per service to the physicians in the fee-for-service scheme.\textsuperscript{15} Also, costs for medication are not included in this cost measure.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{13} We use these measures because to our knowledge these are the only GP-based prevention measures with consistent information for all patients in the claims data.

\textsuperscript{14} Sundmacher et al. (2015) develop an ACSH list for Germany. This list had not been published by the time we generated our indicator. Therefore, we rely on the NHS elaboration of relevant indications according to Sundmacher and Kopetsch (2015).

\textsuperscript{15} These cost caps are unobserved in our data. This implies that a cost-increasing effect of the gatekeeping program may be underestimated, i.e. the absolute difference in reimbursed costs would be higher than the difference in billed costs.

\textsuperscript{16} A comprehensive analysis of cost effectiveness would require considering cost indicators together with (monetarized) benefits of the gatekeeping program. An extensive cost-benefit-analysis reaches
We expect our quality measures to interact with the financial incentives of the German gatekeeping program in different ways (cf. section 2). Particularly, for influenza vaccinations fee-for-service remunerations for gatekeeping GPs depend on reaching a vaccination threshold of 55% among their elderly gatekeeping patients. Income-maximizing gatekeepers have a clear incentive to conduct vaccinations among the gatekeeping patients. Therefore, observing higher vaccination rates among program participants might be rather due to financial incentives than to the gatekeeping effect. In contrast, general health check-ups are equally remunerated under the fee-for-service scheme for program participants and non-participants. In this case, one may expect that there is no, or to a lower extent, interaction of the gatekeeping effect with a financial incentive.

There are no specific financial incentives (fee-for-services) related to Ambulatory Care Sensitive Conditions. If GPs maximize profits, we would expect that they limit treatment quality under the capitation scheme. In this case, the capitation element of the gatekeeping contracts might counteract the potentially improved quality through better coordination.

Generally, it would be interesting to observe further indicators, especially measures of the outcome dimension of quality. In our own previous work, we have discussed a number of potential indicators and their feasibility in claims data (Hofmann and Mühlenweg, 2016). Also, the most recent German evaluation study of Gerlach and Szecsenyi (2016) uses a variety of quality indicators related to chronic conditions. However, quality indicators based on chronic conditions might be considered to be of limited validity: GPs in the gatekeeping program receive higher lump-sum payments for patients they classify as suffering from a specific condition. Because of this clear monetary incentive, we expect GPs diagnosing behavior to differ for patients participating in gatekeeping and for non-participants. As a stylized fact, in our data we observe that less than 10% of patients in the treatment and control groups (5.6% and 4.1% respectively) are classified as suffering from chronic depressions when observed before introduction of the gatekeeping program in 2009. In contrast, in 2013 about 35.0% of the gatekeeping patients are classified as depressed (while the rate remains more stable in the control group, 6.5% in 2013). These facts hint to chronic conditions being more likely to be diagnosed in patients suffering from less severe chronic symptoms among participants as compared to the non-participants. In this case, comparisons of clinical endpoints and further complications of participants and non-participants are not considered adequate means to evaluate the gatekeeping program.

**Observable characteristics of participants and non-participants**

---

We only observe a limited number of indicators on costs and quality benefits. Our work can be seen as a first step towards a more comprehensive framework.
Table 1 presents mean characteristics of future participants and non-participants in the gatekeeping program. The respective characteristics are observed prior to the gatekeeping choice (in 2009). All of the presented variables are used as control variables in our econometric analysis. Some of the respective variables also constitute outcome measures when observed in 2013.\textsuperscript{17}

Prior to their actual decision to participate in the gatekeeping program, the average future participant already differs substantially from the average non-participant in terms of age, morbidity as well as utilization of health care services (Table 1). This is in line with existing evidence on self-selection of patients into the German gatekeeping program (Freund et al., 2010; Kürschner et al., 2011). Particularly, Table 1 reveals that future program participants are on average about five years older than non-participants; participants are significantly more often diagnosed with severe illnesses such as heart disease, COPD or diabetes. Accordingly, their number of GP and specialist visits is higher (8.3 vs. 6.3 and 4.3 vs. 3.5), and annual ambulatory health care costs exceed those of future non-participants by about EUR 120. Also, future participants participate more often in disease management programs (DMPs). In general, future gatekeeping GPs offer these programs more frequently per se. For future gatekeeping patients, about 86% of the respective GPs also offer DMPs. For future non-participants, only 67% of GPs participate in DMPs (see bottom row of Table 1). Future gatekeeping participants’ GPs also differ in that they tend to operate in larger offices (mean of 235 vs. 205 patients).\textsuperscript{18}

Table 1: Observable characteristics of future participants and non-participants (2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Standard care program</th>
<th>Gatekeeping program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socio-demographic characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>47.11 (17.67)</td>
<td>52.37 (16.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female indicator</td>
<td>0.48 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor force indicator\textsuperscript{A}</td>
<td>0.54 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morbidity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial infarction</td>
<td>0.01 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart disease</td>
<td>0.02 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral vascular disease</td>
<td>0.02 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrovascular disease</td>
<td>0.03 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td>0.00 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>0.08 (0.28)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connective tissue disease</td>
<td>0.01 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulcer</td>
<td>0.01 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver disease</td>
<td>0.00 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{17} Thus, including the 2009 values as control variables follows the logic of a difference-in-difference identification strategy.

\textsuperscript{18} The number of patients within GP office refers to patients insured with the health insurance company considered in this study and being treated in the respective GP’s office in 2009.
Diabetes mellitus type I or II 0.08 (0.28) 0.14 (0.35)
Diabetes mellitus complications 0.01 (0.12) 0.03 (0.16)
Paraplegia 0.01 (0.08) 0.01 (0.08)
Renal disease 0.02 (0.13) 0.02 (0.15)
Cancer 0.03 (0.18) 0.05 (0.22)
Cancer (metastasizing) 0.00 (0.06) 0.01 (0.07)
Liver disease (severe) 0.00 (0.02) 0.00 (0.01)
HIV 0.00 (0.03) 0.00 (0.02)
In nursing care 0.00 (0.07) 0.00 (0.04)

Health care utilization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ambulatory health care costs</th>
<th>Medication costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>429.61 (528.34)</td>
<td>550.45 (564.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of GP visits</td>
<td>6.29 (6.01)</td>
<td>8.30 (6.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of different GPs</td>
<td>1.49 (0.97)</td>
<td>1.66 (0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of specialist visits</td>
<td>3.54 (3.78)</td>
<td>4.27 (4.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hospitalizations</td>
<td>0.16 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMP asthma participation</td>
<td>0.00 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMP COPD participation</td>
<td>0.00 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMP diabetes type II participation</td>
<td>0.04 (0.20)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMP diabetes type I participation</td>
<td>0.00 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMP CHD participation</td>
<td>0.01 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GP characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group practice</th>
<th>Number of patients treated</th>
<th>Offer of DMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.39 (0.49)</td>
<td>204.55 (136.08)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.41 (0.49)</td>
<td>235.03 (142.66)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.34)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of observations 245,246 36,209

Note: ^The labor force indicator refers to being an employee, as only this information is documented in the claims data. ^GP characteristics refer to the gatekeeping GP for future gatekeeping participants. For non-participants, GP characteristics refer to the patient's most frequently contacted GP (> 50% of contacts).

Source: Own calculations based on data for a major health insurance company in the German state of Baden-Württemberg (control variables relate to the year before introduction of the gatekeeping program in 2009).

4 Empirical strategies

As illustrated in the previous section, participation in the gatekeeping program depends on individual characteristics that may also influence patients’ health outcomes and health care costs. For example, one may expect that older or less healthy patients (i.e. those under gatekeeping) cause higher treatment costs, irrespective of the quality of the potential gatekeeper’s services. Simply comparing health outcomes or costs of program participants and non-participants would lead to misleading results. In the following section, we draw on multiple identification strategies addressing different sources of biases in different ways. Particularly, the panel structure of our data that observes individuals over time (and also within GP offices) allows us to apply designs based on a difference-in-difference logic (1), an instrumental variable approach (2) as well as a GP fixed effects strategy (3). The corresponding estimates relate to somewhat different treatment effects. Thus, robustness of the results obtained by these strategies allows us to conclude on a high validity of our findings. Each of the three empirical strategies are addressed in more detail below.
First of all, the most straightforward way to correct for potential selection biases is to control for possible confounders (as far as they are observable). This approach has been chosen in all of the previously conducted German gatekeeping studies taking selection into account. We use linear regressions implying linear probability models for binary outcomes. In a first step, we regress our outcome measures on an indicator of program participation while controlling for a large set of observable characteristics, i.e.:

\[ Y_i = \alpha + \beta T_i + \gamma X_i + \epsilon_i, \]

where \( Y_i \) represents individual \( i \)'s respective health outcome, \( T_i \) is an indicator for participation in the gatekeeping program, \( X_i \) covers our set of control variables, \( \epsilon_i \) is the error term and \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) represent the estimated coefficients. Thus, \( \beta \) is supposed to provide the average treatment effect of interest. Observable controls include the characteristics presented in Table 1: We use age (third order polynomial), sex, region of residence (two-digit zip code area), a labor force indicator, patients' morbidity and an indicator on nursing care requirement as well as health care utilization, including ambulatory costs. All information refers to the year prior to the participation decision (in 2009). We assume that the controlled characteristics influence the participation decision as well as patients' future outcomes. The 17 morbidity indicators included are based on the morbidity categories commonly used for calculating the Charlson morbidity score (Charlson, 1987; Sundararajan et al., 2004). In order to account for a priori differences in GP quality, we also control for characteristics of the GP offices, i.e. an indicator variable for group practices, number of patients as well as offer of DMP programs (in 2009). Controlling for patient and GP characteristics in 2009 follows the logic of a difference-in-difference approach.

One may question to what extent controlling for observed characteristics may reduce potential selection biases (e.g. Riens et al., 2010). Our estimates might still suffer from biases due to unobserved characteristics influencing both the outcome measures and program participation. Thus, we do not solely rely on the assumed comprehensive specification of characteristics causing the selection biases. As an alternative strategy, we use an instrumental variable (IV) approach identifying a local average treatment effect (LATE) based on the spatial distribution of gatekeeping contracts (Imbens and Angrist, 1994), i.e.

\[
\begin{align*}
(first \ stage) \quad T_i &= \delta + \theta R_i + \mu X_i + e_i, \\
(second \ stage) \quad Y_i &= \alpha_1 + \beta_1 T_i + \gamma_1 X_i + \vartheta_i,
\end{align*}
\]

19 As an alternative to regression analysis, previous studies use matching designs. In a previous version of our study, we have conducted propensity score matching which provided robust results when compared to our regression results (own project report, results available upon request).
where the instrument \( R_i \) is the program participation rate within detailed (5 digit) zip-code area and \( \hat{T}_i \) is the first stage participation estimate. The same set of control variables \( (X_i) \) is included in the first and second stage regressions. \( e_i (\vartheta_i) \) denotes the first (second) stage error term while \( \delta, \theta \) and \( \mu (\alpha_1, \beta_1, \gamma_1) \) are the estimated first (second) stage coefficients.

As shown in Figure 1, program participation substantially varies between zip-code areas. The logic of our instrument \( R_i \) is that we expect patients’ probability to participate \( (T_i) \) to be higher in regions with high shares of other patients opting for the contract, i.e. where more information on the existence of these contracts is available. At the same time, we assume other patients’ choices to be exogenous with respect to the individual’s health status and health care costs. The resulting LATE \( \beta_1 \) is supposed to be representative for patients opting for gatekeeping contracts based on “what their neighbors do” within the zip-code area. The first stage estimate \( \theta \) and weak instrument check are presented in Section 5, together with the LATE estimates of \( \beta_1 \) (see Table 2). We also use an alternative version of the instrument drawing on the regional participation rate net of individuals’ own GP.\(^{20}\)

**Figure 1: Spatial distribution of gatekeeping contracts**

\(^{20}\) Patients are more likely to participate if they live in regions with high shares of participating practitioners. In this respect, anecdotal evidence (based on statements of health insurance representatives) suggests that the share of participating GPs is highest in regions where representatives of the federal state GP association are most influential within the regional GP associations. Concerning our identification strategy, this would imply the assumption that the GP association’s influence exerts no direct impact on patients’ outcomes (i.e. beside the effects driven by the organization of gatekeeping care).
Note: Participation rates based on our data-set for a major health insurance company in the state of Baden-Württemberg (in 2013).

We expect that our IV identification strategy will reduce the bias of the estimated treatment effects. However, the estimated effects will still be biased if the regional provision of contracts is driven by unobserved GP characteristics also affecting other patients’ participation. One might suspect that practitioners offering gatekeeping differ from non-participating GPs in characteristics also determining service quality. Therefore, we address the possibility of GP quality biases more directly. To this end, we exploit the observation of GPs treating participating as well as non-participating patients at the same time. We estimate the following GP fixed effects (FE) model:

\[
(Y_{gp,i} - \bar{Y}_{gp}) = \beta_2 (T_{gp,i} - \bar{T}_{gp}) + \gamma_2 (X_{gp,i} - \bar{X}_{gp}) + (\omega_{gp,i} - \bar{\omega}_{gp}),
\]

where \(gp\) and \(i\) index GPs and patients respectively, \(Y_{gp}^{-}, \bar{T}_{gp} \), \(\bar{X}_{gp} \) and \(\bar{\omega}_{gp} \) represent averages for GP’s over patients outcome measures, participation indicators, control variables and error terms respectively. Among the estimated coefficients, \(\beta_2\) represents the treatment effect based on the within (GP) variation.

Thus, we control for within-practice quality in order to estimate a mere gatekeeping effect not confounded by GP quality. One implication of this approach is that it allows discussing
potential spill-over effects within GP offices. For example, it is possible that GPs offering the gatekeeping program adjust their behavior to treat all of their patients in the same, better coordinated way.\footnote{In the extreme case, we will always obtain zero effects of the gatekeeping program and this might be considered as a source of bias of our identification strategy. However, this is not what we find in the empirical analysis.} We will discuss the insights of the fixed effects evidence in Sections 5 and 6.

5 Results

Table 2 summarizes the regression results based on our optional identification strategies. In this section, we first discuss our findings from the basic regressions. Then, we describe the additional insights gained from the IV and FE estimates.

The first set of outcome indicators refers to aspects of utilization and coordination of care (see Section 3). The corresponding results from the basic regressions in column (1) suggest that gatekeeping principally does what it is supposed to do: The number of GPs visited within one year is significantly reduced (about 0.16) for patients participating in the program. Also, the number of specialist visits with referral is significantly higher (0.49) while the number of specialist visits without reported referral is lower (-0.43). Thus, the reported share of specialist visits with referral is higher for participants (43 \% vs. 31 \% for non-participants, not directly shown in Table 2). At the same time, ceteris paribus the total number of specialist treatment cases is not significantly different for participants and non-participants in the gatekeeping program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sample average</th>
<th>(1) Basic regressions</th>
<th>(2) Instrumental variable</th>
<th>(3) GP fixed effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coordination/continuity of health care</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of GPs</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>-0.16 ***</td>
<td>-0.30 ***</td>
<td>-0.15 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist visits with referral</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.49 ***</td>
<td>0.51 ***</td>
<td>0.65 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist visits without referral</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>-0.43 ***</td>
<td>-0.55 ***</td>
<td>-0.34 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participation in DMPs of newly diagnosed…</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>… DMP asthma</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02 **</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>… DMP COPD</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02 *</td>
<td>0.04 *</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>… DMP diabetes type II</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.12 ***</td>
<td>0.10 **</td>
<td>0.09 ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21 In the extreme case, we will always obtain zero effects of the gatekeeping program and this might be considered as a source of bias of our identification strategy. However, this is not what we find in the empirical analysis.
In line with a better coordination of care, the probability to enroll in DMPs is significantly higher for participants in the gatekeeping program as compared to the control group. The impact amounts to a two percentage point increase for asthma, COPD and CHD. For diabetes type II, the impact amounts to 12 percentage points. These are substantial increases, given that the enrolled proportion of recently diagnosed patients is generally rather low (varying between 4 % for asthma and 27 % for type II diabetes in the control group).

The middle panel of Table 2 presents the estimates for the health care quality indicators. Our findings suggest that the use of preventive measures is significantly higher for gatekeeping participants than for non-participants. The impact amounts to seven percentage points for influenza vaccinations and to two percentage points for health check-ups. Again, these are substantial effects: 34 % of the elderly patients receive the flu shot in the control group and about 27 % get check-ups. Similarly, concerning the avoidance of unnecessary hospitalizations, the probability of ACSH is reduced by about 0.2 percentage points for gatekeeping participants. This corresponds to about 10 %, referring to an average of 2 % in the control group.

The coordination and quality effects seem to go along with significantly higher costs of ambulatory care. The respective estimate suggests that annual ambulatory health care costs are about 16 % higher for gatekeeping patients as compared to the control group.
The optional IV regression results are presented in column (2) of Table 2. Information on the instrument is provided at the bottom of Table 2. The first stage coefficient of 1.16 implies that an increase in the regional participation rate of about 10 percentage points yields a 12 percentage points increase in the individual participation probability. The very high partial F-statistics suggests that the instrument does not suffer from a weak instrument problem (cf. Staiger and Stock, 1997; Stock, Wright, and Yogo, 2002).

In general, while being robust, the point estimates of the gatekeeping effects based on IV regressions tend to be higher as compared to the basic regression results in column (1). The estimates are consistently higher when looking at health care utilization. We assume that this is due to the specific local average treatment effect estimated by IV. Compliers in terms of our instrument (“opting for the contract when their neighbors do so”) might be a group of patients also acting more compliant with respect to the gatekeeping contracts’ conditions (e.g. requiring to see the gatekeeping GP for referrals).

As an alternative to the considered instrument, we have used regional participation rates net of patients visiting the respective individual’s GP (see Appendix, Table A1). In this case, we still have a strong instrument (with a first stage coefficient of 0.5) and fairly robust second stage results.

Column (3) of Table 2 presents the respective estimates from the GP fixed effects regressions. Again, the estimates are fairly robust as compared to the previous regression results. The coefficient on specialist visits with (without) referral is somewhat higher (lower) as compared to columns (1) and (2). This means that within GP offices, gatekeeping participants and non-participants are treated in (more) differential ways regarding this aspect of the coordination of care. However, the point estimates of the quality indicators are strongly robust among regressions. Even within GP offices (i.e. net of GP quality), we observe significant and substantial quality impacts of patients’ participation in the gatekeeping program. One interpretation of the robust finding is that there seem to be no positive quality spill-over effects from GPs participation in the gatekeeping program (also see discussion in the next section).

6 Discussion

GPs role as gatekeepers is discussed as a means to increase efficiency in health care services in many countries (EXPH, 2014). As such, the primary objective of the German gatekeeping schemes is to increase overall quality of care while ensuring cost effectiveness (BT-Drs. 16/3100, 2006; BT-Drs. 16/7576, 2008).
The results of our evaluation study suggest that the German gatekeeping contract yields a somewhat higher coordination of care, improved quality (regarding prevention and avoidance of hospitalization) but also higher ambulatory costs. Our empirical results are largely robust among the identification designs. Also, the sizes of the quality effects are substantial: For influenza vaccinations among elderly patients, the average effect across specifications is about 0.07, corresponding to a 20% increase in the population mean. Similarly, gatekeeping patients more often obtain general health check-ups with a mean effect size of 0.02 (7% of the sample mean). Also, patients under gatekeeping suffer less often from avoidable hospitalizations (average over all estimation results of -0.003 or -17% of the sample mean). The findings are in line with findings from the previous literature on gatekeeping in Germany. Particularly, the most recent and comprehensive study by Gerlach and Szecsenyi (2016) reports similar findings for avoidable hospitalizations (about 1 percentage point). For influenza vaccinations among the elderly, Gerlach and Szecsenyi (2016) find an effect of 4.70% (roughly comparable to our estimate of 6.9%). The study is based on claims data of another major insurance company in Germany. Due to the similarity of results, we infer that our gatekeeping effects may also apply to other health insurance companies’ populations.

The overall positive quality effects also provide guidance toward the financial incentives potentially interacting with the gatekeeping effects. As detailed in Section 3, GPs operate under two distinct financial schemes: While they are remunerated mainly on a fee-for-service scheme for the non-gatekeeping patients, they obtain higher capitation payments for the gatekeeping patients (see Section 3 for details). For health check-ups, GPs are remunerated equally for both groups of patients; financial incentives may thus be considered of limited concern for identifying the respective gatekeeping effect. On the other hand, one may expect a poor performance of the (gatekeeping) capitation system on overall health care quality: Profit-maximizing GPs may be incentivized to limit treatment quality under the capitation scheme. However, we still observe a substantial beneficial gatekeeping impact on avoided hospitalizations. Thus, the capitation element of the gatekeeping contracts seems not to (entirely) counteract the potentially improved quality through better coordination. The overall positive quality estimates raise confidence in the gatekeeping services actually improving aspects of care quality.

A further insight is gained when considering the results from the GP fixed effects specifications. One may expect that participating GPs that are becoming gatekeepers for some of their patients generally adjust their treatment behavior. If these GPs offered the same treatment to all of their patients, the fixed effects estimates would be biased towards zero. However, this does not seem to be the case as the FE point estimates tend to be
higher than the estimates from the basic regressions as well as the IV regressions. We conclude that there are no positive spill-over effects within the GP office.

Overall, our results suggest that the gatekeeping contract may yield the quality effects envisioned by policy-makers supporting a strong primary care system. However, the limited number of quality indicators we observe only depict selected elements of the overall care environment. Also, finding that the gatekeeping yields higher ambulatory costs is only a part of the story. In order to come to a conclusion on the overall benefits of the system, a more extensive cost-benefit analysis is required. Similarly, the time horizon of our analysis is rather limited. One may expect that quality outcomes strengthen over time (Gerlach and Szecsényi, 2016). To this end, our current analysis of indicators relating to health coordination, process- and outcome-related quality and ambulatory costs for the years 2009-2013 provides first insights and may be viewed as being a first step towards a more comprehensive longer-run analysis.
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## Appendix

### Table A1: Robustness of estimated impacts of gatekeeping, alternative IV results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination/continuity of health care</th>
<th>Sample average (1) Basic regressions</th>
<th>(2) Instrumental variable</th>
<th>(3) Instrumental variable (II)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of GPs</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>-0.16 ***</td>
<td>-0.30 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist visits with referral</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.49 ***</td>
<td>0.51 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist visits without referral</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>-0.43 ***</td>
<td>-0.55 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Participation in DMPs of newly diagnosed...

- DMP asthma: 0.04, 0.02 ** (0.01) 0.04 (0.03) 0.06 (0.07)
- DMP COPD: 0.05, 0.02 * (0.01) 0.04 * (0.03) 0.04 (0.07)
- DMP diabetes type II: 0.29, 0.12 *** (0.02) 0.10 ** (0.04) 0.10 (0.10)
- DMP CHD: 0.08, 0.02 ** (0.01) 0.05 ** (0.02) 0.10 (0.07)

### Health care quality

- Influenza vaccination: 0.35, 0.07 *** (0.00) 0.05 *** (0.13) -0.00 (0.03)
- General health check-up: 0.27, 0.02 *** (0.00) 0.02 *** (0.01) 0.02 (0.02)
- ACSH: 0.02, -0.00 ** (0.00) -0.01 ** (0.00) -0.01 *** (0.01)

### Cost indicator

- Log ambulatory costs: 555.11, 0.15 *** (0.00) 0.09 *** (0.15) 0.07 *** (0.04)
- First stage: regional participation rate (instrument): 1.16 *** (0.01) 0.50 *** (0.01)
- First stage partial F-statistic: 17,895.6 3,098.17

### Note:
The alternative instruments are regional participation rates (column 2, also shown in Table 2) and regional participation rates net of own GP office (instrumental variable II, column 3). The first column of figures refers to average numbers (average not in log for cost indicator). All other numbers correspond to estimated coefficients (with standard errors in parentheses), unless otherwise stated. * Significant at the 10% level, ** 5% level, *** 1% level.

### Source:
Own estimations based on data for a major health insurance company in the German state of Baden-Württemberg (in 2013, control variables relate to the year before introduction of the gatekeeping program in 2009).
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